POTLATCH FUND

INSPIRING THE NATIVE TRADITION OF GIVING

Fee-for-Service Training Areas

Nonprofit Management trainings focus on three indicators of a healthy native-led nonprofit: Finance Management

and Funding Models, Sustainability, and Native Nonprofit Context.

Pathways to Organizational Development
Pathways is an overview of how a nonprofit organization is developed and leads the participant into looking at his or her
nonprofit’s lifecycle and determining organizational gaps and need.
Voyages to Mission Management
Voyages discusses mission-based program and project management and provides the participant with a basic
background in project management.
Journey to Successful Fundraising
Journey starts with the basic of fundraising and leads that participant into development of a fundraising plan that is
unique to the organization.
Adventures in Finance Management
Adventures works to demystify information around finances for the nonprofit organization.
Globe-trotting in Social Media
Globe-trotting introduces social media to the nonprofit organization and discusses how certain avenues can engage the
community and bring awareness about the nonprofit organization to the community.

Language Preservation & Revitalization trainings focus on the development of effective and efficient language
transfer designed around a community’s current assets in helping language programs and communities prioritize
resources for program development.
Language Program Assessment and Evaluation
Through this training participants will gain an understanding of the effectiveness of their language program/project,
where improvements are needed, and how those areas can be improved. Program assessment and evaluation is often a
component of many federal and foundation grant deliverables. We can assist in ensuring you meet requirements of
grant deliverables and help you build programs that are effective and efficient, and more attractive for securing funding.
Language Revitalization Development
This training module guides participants through an internal look at a language community’s assets in order to develop a
long-term strategy of language transfer that helps prioritize resources and develop projects. This strategic planning
process leads to the development of a Language Transfer System framework.
This training modules features the following:
Language Community Assessment – How well do you know your language speaking community? It is essential to
understand current assets in order to develop sound strategies for project/program development.
Language Transfer System – Is your program(s) producing proficient language speakers within 12-24 months?
Learn how the development and refinement of four interconnect systems (Teacher Training System,
Instructional System, Language Study System, and Assessment System) can build a foundational process to
produce proficient speakers.

Want More Info? Please contact Tachini Pete at tachini@potlatchfund.org

